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NOTE: All of the NA resources quoted throughout this article are taken from: www.na.org --> (For Our
Members) --> (Local Service Resources) --> CBDM. It should be noted that there are different varying
models for how to facilitate CBDM. As groups are autonomous, different regions and areas are welcome
to employ CBDM however they like, so long as the employment is in line with the 12 traditions and 12
concepts for NA service.

Consensus-Based Decision Making
History/Background:
Throughout the majority of NA history, business meetings held in
Narcotics Anonymous were conducted by using what is called Robert’s Rules
of Order. It was a system that was first created in 1876 by U.S. Army Major
Henry Martyn Robert. The latest 2002 version of A Guide to Local Servicesin
Narcotics Anonymous still references Robert’s Rules of Order.
As early as this same year of 2002, however (last known, according to
the January 2002 issue of The N.A. Way magazine, Vol 19, issue #1) NAWS
began to work towards what is called Consensus Based Decision Making. This
th
idea and mode of thought has been used as far back as the 12 century by
the Iroquois Confederacy Grand Council (they used a 75% super-majority.)
Later historical Western Society models were developed and used by the
Quaker religious group in the 17th century. And, in even more recent secular
history, the concept of consensus was used by the League of Women
Votersgroup during the Women’s Liberation Movement in the 1970s. Multiple
variations of the CBDM model exist with many entities today, and the
technique was also used during the 2015 UN Climate Change Conference.

What’s the problem, then? Why are we moving?
One of the problems with Robert’s Rules of Order is that it operates on
strict, majority rules. The most common known term is a “simple majority
vote,” which basically means more than half. To have a major decision made
could be based on a result as low as 51% in favour. Though our groups are
autonomous, to adopt other methods such as the “2/3rd majority vote” would
still only result in 66% in favour. These percentages tend to conflict with the
concept of unity that we strive for in Tradition One.
Another problem with Robert’s Rules of Order was the process of
debate. The word “debate,” alone, tends to stir up defensive attitudes and
negative conflict with addicts. Moreover, periods of debate had to be
declared and limited to fixed numbers of speeches and time frames (eg: 3
yeas, 3 nays, vote, done.) These rigid parameters would conflict with the full
participation of service body members called for in Concept 7, and with the
careful consideration of all viewpoints called for in Concept 9.
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So how do we do this? What’s “the proper way?”
In line with Tradition 4, our groups are autonomous. That, in effect,
makes SVINA autonomous. Why is this being stated? Because you will find
that in the NA resources referenced on the cover page of this paper, different
NA regions use different CBDM models. Some even use a hybrid of CBDMmeets-Robert’s-Rules-of-Order. The bottom line is that it’s ultimately up to us
(SVINA) as to how we want to employ such a model.
“You will have to make decisions about two main issues:
1. What is the level of participation of the different members at the service
meeting—delegates, elected trusted servants, and interested members?
 Who are the voting members of the service body?
 Who is allowed to make proposals?
 Who is allowed to speak to proposals?
2. What is the threshold for decision making (i.e., how many must be in favor
of a proposal before it “passes”). This can range anywhere from a simple
majority to 80% or even more, depending on the culture of your service
body and perhaps the type of decision being made. Many service bodies
require a higher threshold for budget or policy decisions, for instance.”
- CBDM Basics, NAWS, August 2013

So what do you think is good for us?
Your Policy, Procedure and Archives committee is working hard to
prepare a model that it believes is suitable for SVINA. Lately, proposals
(formally known as “motions” with Robert’s Rules of Order) have been issued
in pieces each month. The reason for this is because although CBDM was
formally adopted in 2013, it was never documented. In fact, due to position
vacancy and other factors, our policies hadn’t been updated at all from
September 2012 to October 2016. As our area service positions rotate each
year, we want to put a push on this so that future service generations do not
need to scour through obsolete Robert’s Rules of Order documentation, and
re-learn this all over again.
Moreover, any changes to the SVINA Guidelines have to be approved
by the groups. This process can be grueling, as a month has to elapse for the
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groups to consult, and then take it back to the next area. To instead spend
months (if not years) to attempt to compose a final document has proven to
result in no change. The committee is thus striving to make “digestible”
pieces each month that the SVINA groups can understand (the committee
doesn’t claim to be perfect, of course, and we thank the groups for their
patience 

Desired Diagram for CBDM SVINA Flow
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Rationale in a nutshell:
(1)

Discussion Only Event:
A topic discussion is brought forward. If no proposal is formed or
forms out of it (eg: it ends up just being an educational experience
or the ASC is just clarifying a point of information,) the topic is over
and it stops at the first [Discussion] stage. The ASC moves on to the
next topic at hand.

PROPOSALS:
Our Policy & Procedure committee is still working to have this word
updated in our SVINA Guidelines. Our aim is to define the word “proposals”
as such:
“A proposal is an idea brought forth by eligible members of the Area Service
Committee (GSRs, ASC Executive Officers and Subcommittee Chairpersons,)
to bring forward actions or changes affecting SVINA as a whole, that require
the assent of the decision-making members of the Area Service Committee.”
Such examples would be (but are not limited to:)
-

Changes to the ASC Service Structure
Decisions to create or disband subcommittees
Decisions regarding management and allocation of SVINA funds
Changes to theSVINA Guidelines document.

Goals on how to facilitate the proposal stage:
(2)

A proposal is brought forth, everyone is on board:
A discussion forms into a proposal. A test for 100% consensus
occurs. This includes:
- GSRs
- ASC Executive Officers
- Subcommittee Chairpersons
If absolutely everyone (100%) is on board – win-win! We satisfy
tradition 1 & 9, and concept 7 & 9. YAY! 
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(3)

A proposal is brought forth, NOT everyone is on board:
Discussion forms into a proposal. A test for consensus occurs. This
includes:
- GSRs
- ASC Executive Officers
- Subcommittee Chairpersons
Unfortunately, not everyone happens to be on board in this
example, it’s less than 100%.
Concerns raised can either go back to modifying the existing
proposal,or further discussion can be engaged to clear up the
concerns. Or, the original submitter of the proposal may want to
withdraw it altogether if it is found to be too difficult to sit with
everyone.
A second test for consensus occurs. If consensus is STILL not 100%
with everyone, the chairperson can either recommend a workshop
for the opposing members or postponement of the topic to next
area for reflection.
If at least one of the opposing parties does not want to hold a
workshop, and the ASC committee members donot feel this is
necessary, a final decision will be made by the ASC committee. 85%
assent is consensus. 16% or more block will block the proposal.
However, this decision must also meet what is called the GSR
Threshold. As per concept 2, “because the groups have created the
service structure, they have final authority over all its affairs.”Of
this final decision, 85% GSR assent is consensus. 16% or more GSR
block will block the proposal.
The reason for this safeguard, is because if too many trusted
servants decide to stand aside or block, this could go against the
will of the groups.
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FINAL DECISION DEFINITIONS:
Assent
“I’m on board, absolutely! Let’s do it!”
Assent with Reservations
“I think this may be a mistake, but I can live with it.”
The degree is basically going along with the group so that we can move forward, but not fully on
board. In short, not stopping what the group wants to do.
The assumption is that the reservations have been heard already, and you are simply noting
that you can support the proposal and continue to have these reservations.
Stand Aside
“ I personally cannot do this, but I will not stop others from doing this”
Basically taking yourself out of the equation. You do not agree, but will allow the group
to move forward.
NOTE: a number of Stand Asides (33% or more) of those GSRs present will indicate that a
consensus to adopt the proposal is too weak. The proposal is then either dropped or delegated
to the maker of the proposal or an Ad Hoc Committee for reworking.
The content of the dissent is noted in the minutes.
Block
“I cannot support this or allow the group to support this, it is against our principles.”
Blocking is a rare and extreme form of dissent taken only if you honestly believe that
one of the Traditions or Concepts is directly violated by a proposal, or that some
fundamental or moral position would be violated.
A participant who blocks, must be able to articulate which and how a tradition, concept,
policy or spiritual principle fundamental to NA is being violated.
A block must be based on a generally recognized principle, not a personal preference.
Before a concern is considered to be a “valid” block, the group must have accepted the
validity of the concern, and a reasonable attempt must have been made to resolve it.
Consider the following when considering a BLOCK:
- Blocking a proposal is a last resort and only done in rare and extreme cases
- Can I put aside my personal opinion to allow the rest of the group to move forward?
- Am I able to pass on making a point, when someone else has already made it?
- Straw Polls are for information to assess where the body is at. They are not votes.
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A common MYTH Regarding CBDM:


It is not recycled endlessly until every single member in the room is
100% satisfied with the result:
- “CBDM is not unanimous agreement. Participants may consent to a
decision they disagree with, but recognize meets the needs of the
group and therefore give permission to do so.”

- Basics of Consensus Dallas ASC 2016
- “If number does not meet set percentage (set by service body and is
usually 80% to 100%,) you do not have consensus.
- True Consensus is 100%, but difficult to achieve in NA.
- Can be 60% to 100%.
- Usually 80% to 90%.”

- WSLD 2012 Conference, Colorado
“Allowing everyone into the process means that we need to be able to
explain how and why decisions were made without becoming impatient
or intolerant of those who are asking. Even so, when an issue has been
raised and decided many times already, it may NOT be prudent to
revisit decisions if the circumstances and information haven’t changed
much.”

- Guiding Principles, Tradition 9, pg. 172

Three members of your P&P subcommittee, for example, had to take over
two hours of time to arrive to the very consensus of this paper you’re
reading (that’s excluding the time taken to compose it.)It would not have
been fair to the ASC to postpone the meeting for this amount of time.
Additional Resources regarding historical references:
-

Dating the Iroquois Confederacy, by Bruce E. Johansen, 1995
The Origins of Collective Decision Making, by Andy Blunde, 2016
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